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Emerging definitions of MSD

Identifying and understanding how key
processes act across the multiple scales that
shape the complex interactions and
multidirectional feedbacks among human
and Earth systems

Emphasizing processes
that become key when
considering interactions
between systems

Understanding the co-evolution of human
and natural systems over time, and building
the next generation of tools that bridge across
sectors (energy, water, land, economy) and
scales (spatial, temporal), and offer a holistic
view of systems-of-systems

Emphasizing the evolution
of the systems
themselves through an
MSD perspective
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Domains/use cases interested to work on
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Methods
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Representative questions for MSD

Dependencies & Interactions
How do different sectors interact and what are the key processes
controlling the interactions? Are there synergies or tradeoffs when
sectors interact?

Stressors & Uncertainties
What are the key drivers, stressors, and uncertainties when
considering MSD? How do these propagate through the various
systems? Can the path-dependencies of “failure” be identified, as
well as any tipping points?
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Representative questions for MSD
Coupling & MSD model evaluation
How do cross-sector integration and coupling affect system
uncertainty of projections? What are some best practices for
coupling and model evaluation? How are key concepts (e.g.,
resilience and vulnerability) defined consistently across systems?

MSD insights for adaptive human actions
What representation (resolution, included processes and entities)
is necessary for representing adaptive actions? Are there unique
insights that can only be achieved through a MSD perspective?
Can they be leveraged to improve our understanding of a particular
sector? How can MSD insights inform the management of
interdependencies across sectors?
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MSD Community Of Practice: Goal And
Objectives
Goal: Evolve a conceptual
framework through peer
interactions, collaborative research,
and engagement with other
research communities

Specific objectives and
elements of MSD strategy:
•
•
•

•

Support community-wide
communication
Establish and support technical/
professional coordinating
bodies to facilitate collaboration
Build agreement on conceptual
framework (e.g., terminology,
use cases, higher-order
research questions)
Monitor progress and refine
approach
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Key MSD Community Interactions
Facilitation Team

Working
Groups
Collaborations

Science Steering Group

White
Papers
Outreach

Projects’ PI Coordination Group
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Technical Working Groups
Out of 11 very competitive proposals on a broad range of
topics, 3 were selected. Evaluation based on:
- scientific priority and merit,
- potential for capacity building
- potential for leveraging resources available.
FAIR Data
(Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, and Reusable)

Casey Burleyson, PNNL
Adam Schlosser, MIT

Human System
Modeling
Jim Yoon, PNNL
Nathan Urban, Los Alamos

Uncertainty
Quantification and
Scenario Development

Vivek Srikrishnan, Penn State
Jonathan Lamontagne, Tufts
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New Request for WG Proposals

● We expect at most 2 additional WGs to be selected
● Guidelines will be provided with clear review criteria
● Timeline:
○ Shared Google Sheet to coordinate and avoid
redundancies
○ Short statement of intent due May 1st
○ Full proposals due June 1st
○ Expected decision by end of June
● Questions? See detailed backup slide and/or contact
Facilitation Team
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Working Group on Facilitating FAIR Data in the
MSD Community
Co-Chairs: Casey Burleyson (PNNL) and Adam Schlosser (MIT)
Motivation
● Data plays a critical role in the MSD community.
● Members of our community spend a significant amount
of time and resources constructing the unique data sets
they need.
● Datasets generated in one project may be valuable to
another.
● A key limiting factor to effective reuse of datasets in is a
lack of information about what datasets are available.
Goal
Facilitate the reuse of datasets across the community by
providing mechanisms to inventory currently available
datasets, advertise new datasets, and enhance the way
datasets are documented and archived by facilitating the
adoption of the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
and Reusable) data standards.
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Working Group on Facilitating FAIR Data in the
MSD Community
Year One Activities
1. A webinar series in which researchers can advertise a
new dataset, give technical information about how it
was generated, outline key limitations of the dataset,
and provide opportunities to collaborate by reusing the
dataset in other projects.
2. Invite speakers from other communities to give
webinars about how and why to make your data FAIR.
3. Survey the community about the state of the culture
around data sharing – for example, identifying
mechanical and cultural roadblocks to sharing data.
4. Collecting and sharing existing protocols for
accommodating the increasing amount of proprietary
and/or restricted data in the community.
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Working Group on Human System
Modeling
Co-chairs: Jim Yoon (PNNL) and Nathan Urban (LANL)
Challenge:
The representation of human decision making in MSD models is highly abstracted,
typically treating consumer and institutional actions in static, exogenous fashion.
Science Question:
How can human actions, ranging from short-term consumer adaptation to long-term
societal/institutional transitions, be effectively represented in multisector models?
Goal:
To identify, highlight, and integrate state-of-the-art modeling approaches across
disciplines to improve representation of human decision making in MSD models.
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Working Group on Human System
Modeling
Year One Activities
1. Monthly Teleconference Meetings / Webinar Series
2. White paper describing a typology for Coupled Human-Natural System Models in
MSD
Sample Axes from Initial Typology:
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Working Group on Uncertainty Quantification
and Scenario Discovery

Co-Chairs: Vivek Srikrishnan (Penn State), Jon Lamontagne (Tufts)
Motivation
● Uncertainty plays an important role in understanding multisector system
dynamics under future changes.
● Coupled multi-scale, multisector models feature feedbacks and complex
systems behavior.
● Broad range of uncertainty characterization methods available.
Goal:
Outline best practices for uncertainty characterization for multisector models.
Science Question:
1. How do uncertainties propagate through coupled, complex adaptive
systems?
2. How does uncertainty affect our projections of system-wide outcomes?
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Working Group on Uncertainty Quantification
and Scenario Discovery
Year One Activities

1. Monthly working group web-conference meetings
2. Working paper on uncertainty characterization methods
3. Working paper on uncertainty quantification for complex adaptive
system
4. Working paper on outcome-oriented scenario discovery
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Discussion of Working Groups
(~5 minutes)

WG foci?
Getting involved?
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AGU2020 Plans
Objectives:
Reach out to the International Research Community to present the concepts, further
understand the existing international research programs, enhance the concepts,
further develop and establish the Science.
The Plan:
1. Union Session
2. Sessions organized by SSG/FT and WGs:
• MultiSector Dynamics: Science & Modeling for Societal Transformations
• MultiSector Dynamics: FAIR data
• MultiSector Dynamics: Human systems
• MultiSector Dynamics: Uncertainties
3. Other Sessions from the Community (3 so far): please follow coordination
guidelines so that we can help with mergers as needed, and most importantly
debrief on state-of-the-art after AGU https://multisectordynamics.org/meetings/
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Discussion of AGU session proposals
(~3 minutes)

What AGU section?
Getting involved?
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White Paper and Journal Article Process

The challenge

● Goal: Present a “snapshot” of
emerging MSD field and opportunities
for investment and collaboration
● The SSG is developing an outline →
● Process will include community input
and feedback
● Two products: White paper and
journal article

Contributing domains and
use cases

MSD definitions and
science questions

Research strategy

Capacity needs and
investment opportunities

Discussion of White Paper
(~3 minutes)

Intended
audience?
Getting involved?
Review process?
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Four Elements of MSD Community Strategy
FY 2021
Meetings

FY 2022

AGU 2020

FY 2023

AGU 2021

AGU 2022

Webinars

Webinars

Website

Expand content and functionality for community engagement

Newsletter

Quarterly newsletters

SSG

Bi-monthly meetings

Member and TOR rotation

WGs

WG activities

RFP and evaluation

White paper

Revision, publication

Journal article

Outlining and drafting

Evaluation

Communication

Revision, publication

Data collection

Technical &
Coordinating Bodies

Evaluate and adapt

Conceptual
Framework

CoP Process
Evaluation

Elements are interactive and will evolve with evaluation
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Open discussion & questions

Current emailing list
will be phased out!
Go to
multisectordynamics.org
and register in the
Join Us tab
After registering, check
your inbox for an email
to confirm your
subscription
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